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Abstract
We prove the existence of a unique maximal surface in an anti-de Sitter
(AdS) convex Globally Hyperbolic Maximal (GHM) manifold with parti-
cles (i.e. with conical singularities along timelike lines) for cone-angles
less than π. We reinterpret this result in terms of Teichmu¨ller theory,
and prove the existence of a unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism
isotopic to the identity between two hyperbolic structures with conical
singularities of the same angles on a closed surface with marked points.
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2 1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
For an angle θ ∈ [0, 2π], consider the space obtained by cutting the hyperbolic
disk along two half-lines intersecting at the center and making an angle θ; then
by gluing the two half-line bounding the angular sector of angle θ by a rotation
of angle 2π − θ. We denote this singular Riemannian manifold by H2θ. The
induced metric is called hyperbolic metric with conical singularity of
angle θ. This metric is hyperbolic outside the singular point. Let Σn be a
closed oriented surface of genus g with n marked points x1, ..., xn.
Definition 1.1. For θ := (θ1, ..., θn), with θi ∈ [0, 2π], a hyperbolic metric with
conical singularities of angle θi at the points xi ∈ Σ is a metric on Σ such that
each xi has a neighborhood isometric to a neighborhood of the singular point
in H2θi and each point p ∈ Σ \ {x1, ..., xn} has a neighborhood isometric to an
open set in H2. We denote by Tg,n,θ the space of such metrics modulo isotopy
fixing each xi.
For Σ of genus g > 2 without marked points, Tg,0,() = Tg corresponds to
the classical Teichmu¨ller space of Σ, that is, the space of equivalence classes of
hyperbolic metric on the surface (where two hyperbolic metrics belong to the
same class if and only if they are isotopic).
Minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism
Definition 1.2. Let h, h′ ∈ Tg, a minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism ϕ :
(Σ, h) −→ (Σ, h′) is an area preserving diffeomorphism such that its graph is
minimal in (Σ× Σ, h⊕ h′).
In 1992, F. Labourie [Lab92] and R. Schoen [Sch93] proved that for each
h, h′ ∈ Tg, there exists a unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism isotopic
to the identity ϕ : (Σ, h) −→ (Σ, h′).
Minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms are related to harmonic maps (see
[Sam78] and [Wol89]). Namely, let J0 be a complex structure on Σ, h ∈ Tg
and ψ : (Σ, J0) → (Σ, h) a harmonic diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity.
Let q be the Hopf differential of ψ (that is the (2, 0) part of ψ∗hC where hC is
the complexified of the metric h). There is a unique harmonic diffeomorphism
ψ′ : (Σ, J0) → (Σ, h′) isotopic to the identity where h′ ∈ Tg and the Hopf
differential of ψ′ is −q. Moreover, ϕ := ψ ◦ ψ′−1 is a minimal Lagrangian
diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity.
Moreover, for h, h′ ∈ Tg, let ϕ : (Σ, h) → (Σ, h′) be a minimal Lagrangian
diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity. Let (Σ0, J0) be the graph of ϕ together
with the complex structure defined by its induced metric in (Σ × Σ, h ⊕ h′).
Then the natural projection from Σ0 to (Σ, h) and to (Σ, h
′) are harmonic
diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity, and the sum of their Hopf differentials
is equal to zero.
That is, minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms can be thought as ”squares”
of harmonic maps.
In his thesis, J. Gell-Redman [GR10] proved the existence of a unique har-
monic map from a closed surface with nmarked points equipped with a complex
3structure to a hyperbolic surface of the same genus with n conical singularities
of angles less than 2π at the marked points. Thus, a natural question arising, is
about the existence of a unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms isotopic
to the identity between hyperbolic surfaces with conical singualrities [BBD+12,
Question 6.3]. In this paper, we give an answer. Precisely, we prove the next
result:
Theorem 1.1. For all h, h′ ∈ Tg,n,θ, with θ = (θ1, ..., θn) and θi < π, i =
1, ..., n, there exists a unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism ϕ : (Σ, h) −→
(Σ, h′) isotopic to the identity.
In particular, this result extends the result of F. Labourie and R. Schoen to
the case of surfaces with conical singularities of angles less than π. In Theorem
6.3, we extend the relations between this unique minimal Lagrangian diffeo-
morphism and the harmonic maps provided by [GR10]. Namely, we prove that
given two metrics h, h′ ∈ Tg,n,θ, there exists a unique conformal structure with
marked points J0 on S such that the Hopf differential Hopf(ψ) of the unique
harmonic map ψ : (S, J0) −→ (S, h) is the opposite of the Hopf differential of
the unique harmonic map ψ′ : (S, J0) −→ (S, h′) and ϕ := ψ◦ψ′−1 is the unique
minimal Lagrangian isotopic to the identity. The proof of this statement uses
the deep relations between hyperbolic surfaces and three dimensional anti-de
Sitter (AdS) geometry.
AdS geometry The AdS three dimensional space is a Lorentzian sym-
metric space of constant sectional curvature −1. It can be thought as the
Lorentzian analogue of the three dimensional hyperbolic space H3. In its work
on three dimensional Lorentzian geometry, G. Mess [Mes07] parameterized the
moduli space of Lorentizan Globally Hyperbolic Maximal (GHM) structures of
constant curvature (see below for the definition of a GHM manifold). In partic-
ular, he found an analogy between three dimensional AdS GHM geometry and
quasi-Fuchsian geometry. In fact, Bers’ simultaneous uniformization theorem
[Ber60] gives a parameterization of the smooth moduli space QFg of quasi-
Fuchsian structures on the topological product M = Σ×R. More precisely, he
proved that the application associating to every quasi-Fuchsian manifold the
conformal class of the metrics of the boundary of M gives a parameterization
of QFg by Tg × Tg.
An AdS GHM manifold is a topological manifold M = Σ×R equipped with
Lorentzian structure of constant curvature −1 such that the manifold contains
a Cauchy surface (i.e. a spacelike surface which intersects every inextensible
timelike curve exactly once), which is maximal in a certain sense (precised be-
low). G. Mess [Mes07, Section 7] proved that this moduli space is parameterized
by two copies of Tg. This result can be thought as an AdS analogue of Bers’
theorem.
Several years later, K. Krasnov and J.-M. Schlenker [KS07] proved the exis-
tence of a unique maximal surface in each AdS GHM structure on Σ×R. Max-
imal surfaces are the Lorentzian analogue of minimal surfaces in Riemannian
geometry: they are surface of vanishing mean curvature (the name ’maximal’
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comes from the fact that they maximize the area functional). Moreover, they
showed that this result is equivalent to the result of F. Labourie and R. Schoen
of the existence of a unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism isotopic to the
identity between two hyperbolic surfaces.
A particle in an AdS GHM manifold M is defined as a conical singularity
along a timelike line. In this paper, we only consider particles with cone-angles
less than π. F. Bonsante and J.-M. Schlenker extended Mess’ parameterization
to the case of AdS convex GHM manifolds with particles. Precisely, they proved
[BS09, Theorem 1.4] that the application from the moduli space of AdS convex
GHM structure on Σn × R with n conical singularities of given angles θ :=
(θ1, ..., θn) ∈ (0, π)n to the product of two copies of Tg,n,θ associating to an AdS
convex GHM manifold with particles the right and left metrics (see Section 3
below) is one-to-one. So, a natural question is about the existence of a unique
maximal surface in each AdS convex GHM manifold with particles [BBD+12,
Question 6.2]. In this paper, we give an answer to this question:
Theorem 1.2. Let (M,g) be an AdS convex GHM 3-manifold with particles of
angles less than π, then M contains a unique maximal spacelike surface.
Moreover, we prove that the existence of a unique maximal surface provides
the existence of a unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism isotopic to the
identity
ϕ : (Σn, h) −→ (Σn, h′),
for all h, h′ ∈ Tg,n,θ (with θi < π).
The parameterization of the moduli space of AdS convex GHM structure
and Theorem 1.2 provide a homeomorphism Ψ : T ∗Tg,n,θ −→ Tg,n,θ × Tg,n,θ. In
Theorem 6.3, we give a geometric interpretation of this map: for h, h′ ∈ Tg,n,θ,
there exists a unique complex structure J0 on S such that the Hopf differential
of the harmonic map ψ : (S, J0)→ (S, h) is the opposite of the Hopf differential
of the harmonic map ψ′ : (S, J0)→ (S, h′), and
Ψ−1(h, h′) = ([J0],Hopf(ψ)),
where [J0] ∈ Tg,n,θ is the unique hyperbolic metric whose associated complex
structure is J0.
Acknowledgement. It is a pleasure to thank Jean-Marc Schlenker for its
patience while discussing about the paper. I would also thank Francesco Bon-
sante and Thierry Barbot for helpful and interesting conversations about this
subject.
2 AdS GHM 3-manifolds
2.1 Mess parameterization
The AdS 3-space. Let R2,2 be the usual real 4-space with the quadratic
form:
q(x) = x21 + x
2
2 − x23 − x24.
2.1 Mess parameterization 5
The anti-de Sitter (AdS) 3-space is given by:
AdS3 = {x ∈ R2,2 such that q(x) = −1}.
With the induced metric, it is a Lorentzian symmetric space of dimension 3 with
constant curvature −1 diffeomorphic to D×S1 (where D is a disk of dimension
2). In particular, AdS3 is not simply connected.
In this text, we are going to consider the Klein model of the AdS 3-space:
consider the canonical projection
π : R2,2 −→ RP3.
π is a 2-to-1 covering of AdS3 on AdS
3 := π(AdS3). We call AdS
3 with the
metric pushed forward, the Klein model of the AdS 3-space. In this model,
AdS3 is the interior of a hyperboloid of one sheet. Moreover, the geodesics
are given by straight lines: spacelike geodesics are the ones which intersect the
boundary ∂AdS3 (that is the hyperboloid) in two points, timelike geodesics are
the ones which do not have any intersection and lightlike geodesics are tangents
to ∂AdS3.
Remark 2.1. This model is called Klein model by analogy with the Klein model
of the hyperbolic space. In fact, in these models, geodesics are given by straight
lines.
The isometry group. As ∂AdS3 is a hyperboloid of one sheet, it is
foliated by two families of straight lines. We call one family the right one and the
other, the left one. The group Isom+(AdS
3) of orientation and time-orientation
preserving isometries of AdS3 preserves each family of the foliation. Fix a
spacelike plane P0 in AdS
3, its boundary is a spacelike circle in ∂AdS3 which
intersects each line of the right (respectively the left) family exactly once. Then
P0 gives an identification of each family with RP
1 (when changing P0 to another
spacelike plane, the identification changes by a conjugation by an element of
PSL2(R)). It is proved in [Mes07, Section 7] that each element of Isom+(AdS
3)
defines a couple of projective transformation, which uniquely extend to a couple
of elements in PSL(2,R). So Isom+(AdS
3) = PSL(2,R)× PSL(2,R).
AdS GHM 3-manifold. An AdS GHM (Globally Hyperbolic Maximal)
3-manifold is a manifold M homeomorphic to M ∼= Σ×R (where Σ is a closed
oriented surface of genus at least 2), which carries a (G,X)-structure, where
G = Isom+(AdS
3), X = AdS3 and satisfies two conditions:
1. M contains a spacelike Cauchy surface (that is a closed oriented surface
which intersects every inextensible timelike curve exactly once).
2. M cannot be strictly embedded in an AdS manifold satisfying the same
properties.
Let Σ be a closed oriented surface of genus g > 1, we denote byMg,AdS the
space of AdS GHM structure on Σ×R considered up to isotopy, and by Tg the
Teichmu¨ller space of Σ.
We have the fundamental theorem of [Mes07, Proposition 20]:
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Theorem 2.1 (Mess). There is a parameterization Mess: Mg,AdS −→ Tg×Tg.
Construction of the parameterization. To an AdS GHM structure on M is as-
sociated its holonomy representation ρ : π1(M) = π1(Σ) → Isom+(AdS3).
Consider the decomposition ρ := (ρl, ρr), where ρl, ρr : π1(Σ)→ PSL(2,R). G.
Mess proved [Mes07, Proposition 19] that these holonomies have maximal Euler
class (that is | e(ρl) |=| e(ρr) |= 2g− 2, where e designs the Euler class). Using
Goldman’s criterion [Gol88], we get that these holonomies are holonomies of
hyperbolic structures and so define a pair of point in Tg.
Reciprocally, as two holonomy representations ρ1, ρ2 of hyperbolic structures
are conjugated by an orientation preserving homeomorphism φ : RP1 → RP1
and as ∂AdS3 identifies with RP1×RP1 (fixing a totally geodesic spacelike plane
P0), the graph of φ defines a nowhere timelike closed curve in ∂AdS
3. Taking
the quotient of the convex hull of this curve by the application ρ := (ρ1, ρ2), we
get a piece of a globally hyperbolic AdS manifold which uniquely embeds in an
AdS GHM manifold. So the map Mess is a one-to-one.
2.2 Surfaces embedded in an AdS GHM 3-manifold
J.-M. Schlenker and K. Krasnov [KS07, Section 3] found results about surfaces
embedded in an AdS GHM manifold. We are going to recall some of them, and
invite the interested reader to look at [KS07]. Recall that a spacelike surface
embedded in a Lorentzian manifold is maximal if its mean curvature vanishes
everywhere. They are Lorentzian analogue of minimal surfaces.
Theorem 2.2 (K. Krasnov, J.-M. Schlenker). Every AdS GHM 3-manifold
contains a unique maximal spacelike surface.
Moreover, they give an explicit formula for the map Mess:
Theorem 2.3 (K. Krasnov, J.-M. Schlenker). Let S be a spacelike surface em-
bedded in an AdS GHM manifold M whose principal curvatures are in (−1, 1).
We denote by E the identity map, J the complex structure on S, B its shape
operator and I its first fundamental form. We have:
Mess(M) = (hl, hr),
where hl,r(x, y) = I((E ± JB)x, (E ± JB)y).
Remark 2.2. In particular, the metrics hl,r are hyperbolic and do not depend
of the choice of the surface S (up to isotopy).
If we denote by Hg,AdS the space of maximal spacelike surfaces in germs
of AdS manifold, it is proved in [KS07] (using the Fundamental Theorem of
surfaces embedded in an AdS manifold) that this space is canonically identified
with the space of couples (g, h) where g is a smooth metric on Σ and h is a
symmetric bilinear form on TS such that:
1. trg(h) = 0.
2. d∇h = 0 (where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g and d∇ is the co-
variant derivate).
73. Kg = −1 − detg(h) (where Kg is the Gauss curvature). We call this
equation modified Gauss’ equation.
We recall a theorem of Hopf [Hop51]:
Theorem 2.4 (Hopf). Let g be a Riemannian metric on Σ and h a bilinear
symmetric form on TΣ, then:
i. trg(h) = 0 if and only if h is the real part of a quadratic differential q.
ii. If i. holds, then d∇h = 0 if and only if q is holomorphic.
iii. if i. and ii. hold, then g (respectively h) is the first (respectively second)
fundamental form of a maximal surface if and only if Kg = −1−detg(h).
Moreover, it is proved in [KS07, Lemma 3.6.] that for every conformal class
of metric [g] on Σ and every h real part of a holomorphic quadratic differential
q ∈ T ∗[g]Tg, there exists a unique metric g0 ∈ [g] such that modified Gauss’
equation is satisfied. This result allows us to parameterize Hg,AdS by T ∗Tg. In
this parameterization, h is the real part of a holomorphic quadratic differential,
and g0 ∈ [g] is the unique metric verifying Kg0 = −1 − detg0(h). In addition,
such a surface has principal curvatures in (−1, 1) [KS07, Lemma 3.11.].
As every AdS GHM manifold contains a unique maximal surface, there is a
parameterization ϕ : T ∗Tg −→Mg,AdS [KS07, Theorem 3.8]. Hence, we get an
application associated to the Mess parameterization:
Ψ := Mess ◦ ϕ : T ∗Tg → Tg × Tg.
3 AdS convex GHM 3-manifold with particles
In this section we define the AdS convex GHM manifolds with particles and
recall the parameterization of the moduli space of such structures. The proofs
of these results can be found in [KS07] and [BS09].
3.1 Extension of Mess parameterization
First, we are going to define the singular AdS space of dimension 3 in order to
define the AdS convex GHM manifolds with particles.
Definition 3.1. Let θ > 0, we define AdS3θ as the completion of R × R>0 ×
(R/θZ) with the metric:
g = −dt2 + cos2(t)(dρ2 + sinh2(ρ)dφ2)
where t ∈ R, ρ ∈ R>0 and φ ∈ (R/θZ).
Remark 3.1. AdS3θ can be obtained by cutting AdS
3 along two timelike planes
intersecting along the line l := {ρ = 0}, making an angle θ, and gluing the
two sides of the angular sector of angle θ by the rotation of angle 2π − θ fixing
l. A simple computation shows that, outside of the singular line, AdS3θ is a
Lorentzian manifold of constant curvature -1, and AdS3θ has conical singularities
of angle θ along the points of l.
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Definition 3.2. An AdS cone-manifold is a Lorentzian 3-manifold M in which
any point x has a neighborhood isometric to an open subset of AdS3θ for some
θ > 0. If θ can be taken equal to 2π, x is a smooth point, otherwise θ is uniquely
determined.
To define the global hyperbolicity in the singular case, we need to define the
orthogonality to the singular locus:
Definition 3.3. Let S ⊂ AdS3θ be a spacelike surface which intersect the
singular line l at a point x. S is said to be orthogonal to l at x if the causal
distance (that is the ’distance’ along a timelike line) to the totally geodesic
plane P orthogonal to the singular line at x is such that:
lim
y→x,y∈S
d(y, P )
dS(x, y)
= 0
where dS(x, y) is the distance between x and y along S.
Now, a spacelike surface S in an AdS cone-manifold M which intersects
a singular line d at a point y is said to be orthogonal to d if there exists a
neighborhood U of y in M isometric to a neighborhood of a singular point in
AdS3θ such that the isometry sends S ∩U to a surface orthogonal to l in AdS3θ .
Now we are able to define the AdS GHM manifold with particles.
Definition 3.4.
• An AdS convex GHM manifold with particles M is an AdS cone-manifold
which is homeomorphic to Σg,n×R (where Σg,n is a closed oriented surface
of genus g with nmarked points), such that singularities are along timelike
lines d1, ..., dn and have fixed angle θ1, .., θn with θi < π; moreover, we
impose two conditions:
1. M contains a spacelike future-convex Cauchy surface orthogonal to
the singular locus (condition of convex Global Hyperbolicity).
2. M cannot be strictly embedded in another manifold satisfying the
same conditions (condition of Maximality).
Remark 3.2. The condition of convexity in the definition will allow us to use a
convex core. As pointed out by the authors in [BS09], we do not know if every
AdS GHM manifold with particles is convex GHM.
Many results known in the non-singular case extend to the singular case (i.e.
with particles of angles less than π). We recall some of them here (cf. [BS09],
[KS07]):
1. The parameterization Mess defined above extends to the singular case;
that is, we have a parameterization of the moduli spaceMg,n,θ of AdS con-
vex GHM metrics with conical singularities along timelike lines d1, ..., dn
with prescribed angle θ = (θ1, ..., θn) ∈ (0, π)n taking up to isotopy, by
two copies of the Teichmu¨ller space Tg,n,θ. Here, Tg,n,θ is, as in the intro-
duction, the moduli space of hyperbolic metrics with conical singularities
at fixed points x1, ..., xn of prescribed angles θ = (θ1, ..., θn).
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2. Any AdS convex GHM 3-manifold with particles contains a minimal non-
empty convex subset called its ”convex core” whose boundary is a disjoint
union of two pleated spacelike surfaces orthogonal to the singular locus
(except in the Fuchsian case which corresponds to the case where the two
metrics of the parameterization are equals. In this case, the convex core
is a totally geodesic spacelike surface).
Remark 3.3. The analogy between AdS GHM geometry and quasi-Fuchsian ge-
ometry explained in the introduction extends to the case with particles. Namely,
the parameterization of the moduli space QFg,n,θ of quasi-Fuchsian manifolds
with particles is given by the product of two copies of Tg,n,θ (cf. [LS09], [MS09]).
3.2 Maximal surface
Let M be an AdS convex GHM 3-manifold with particles.
Definition 3.5. A maximal surface in M is a spacelike Cauchy surface orthog-
onal to the singular lines with vanishing mean curvature outside these intersec-
tions with the singular lines.
It is proved in [KS07] that, as in the non-singular case, we can define the
space Hg,AdS,n,θ of maximal surfaces in a germ of AdS convex GHM with n
particles of angles θ = (θ1, ..., θn) ∈ (0, π)n. This space is again parameterized
by the cotangent bundle of Tg,n,θ (the cotangent space at a point is the space
of holomorphic quadratic differentials with at most simple poles at the marked
points).
4 Existence of a maximal surface
In this section, we prove the existence part of Theorem 1.2. Note that in the
Fuchsian case (that is when the two metrics of the parameterization Mess are
equals), the convex core is reduced to a totally geodesic plane orthogonal to the
singular locus which is thus maximal (its second fundamental form vanishes).
Hence, from now, we suppose that the AdS convex GHMmanifold with particles
M is not Fuchsian and so contains a convex core whose interior is not empty
(see [BS09, Section 5]). The proof will be done in three steps:
1. Approximate the singular metric by a sequence of smooth metrics.
2. Prove the existence of a maximal surface in each manifold with regularized
metric. This sequence is convergent (because each maximal surface can
be locally seen as a graph of a Lipschitzian map which is contained in a
compact set).
3. Prove that the limit surface is a maximal surface.
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4.1 Approximation of singular metrics
Take θ ∈ (0, 2π) and consider Cθ ⊂ R3 the cone given by the parameterization:
Cθ := {(u. cos(v), u. sin(v), cotan(θ/2).u) , (u, v) ∈ R+ × [0, 2π)} .
Now, look at the intersection of this cone with the Klein model of the hy-
perbolic 3-space, and note hθ the induced metric. Let H
2
θ := (D, hθ) (where D is
the unit disk) be the hyperbolic disk equipped with this metric. It is a complete
Riemannian manifold of curvature -1 outside the singular point (because it is a
convex ruled surface in a constant curvature space) with one conical singularity
of angle θ. We call this space hyperbolic plane with cone singularity.
Note that the angle of the singularity is given by lim
ρ→0
l(Cρ)
ρ
where l(Cρ) is
the length of the circle of radius ρ centered at the singularity.
Now, to approximate this metric, take (ǫi)i∈N>0 , where ǫi =
1
2i
and define a
sequence of even functions (fi)i∈N>0 ⊂ C∞(R,R) such that:

fi(0) = −ǫ2i .cotan(θ/2)
f
′′
i (x) < 0 ∀x ∈ (−ǫi, ǫi)
fi(x) = −cotan(θ/2).x if x > ǫi
Figure 1: Graph of fi
Consider the surface Cθ,i obtained by making a rotation of the graph of
fi around the axis (0z) and consider its intersection with the Klein model of
hyperbolic space of dimension three. Denote by hθ,i the induced metric, by
H
2
θ,i = (D, hθ,i) the disk equipped with this metric and by Bi ⊂ D the smallest
ball where the metric is not of constant curvature −1 (note that Bi → {0},
where {0} is the center of D).
As ǫi → 0, we get the following result:
4.2 Existence of a maximal surface 11
Proposition 4.1. For all compact K ⊂ D \ {0}, there exists an I ∈ N such
that for all i > I, hθ|K = hθ,i|K .
We define the AdS 3-space with regularized singularity:
Definition 4.1. Let θ > 0, i ∈ N, we define AdS3θ,i as the completion of R×D
with the metric:
gi = −dt2 + cos2(t).hθ,i
for t ∈ R.
Clearly, there exists a smallest tubular neighborhood V iθ of d = {0}×R such
that AdS3θ,i \ V iθ is a Lorentzian manifold of curvature -1.
In this way, we are going to define the regularized AdS convex GHM mani-
fold with particles.
Let M ∼= Σ × I be a differentiable manifold and M := (M,g) be an AdS
convex GHM manifold with conical singularities of angle θ1, ..., θn < π along
timelike lines d1, ..., dn. For all j ∈ {1, ..., n} and x ∈ dj , there exist a neighbor-
hood of x isometric to a neighborhood of a point on the singular line in AdS3θj .
For i ∈ N>0, we define Mi := (M,gi) as the manifold M equipped with the
metric gi such that the neighborhoods of points of dj are isometric to neighbor-
hoods of points of the central axis in AdS3θj ,i. Clearly, Mi is obtained taking
the metric of V iθj in a tubular neighborhood U
i
j of the singular lines dj for all
j ∈ {1, ..., n}. In particular, outside these U ij , Mi is a regular AdS manifold.
Proposition 4.2. Let K ⊂M \ (
n⋃
j=1
dj) be a compact set, then there exists
I ∈ N such that, for all i > I, gi|K = g|K .
4.2 Existence of a maximal surface
We are going to show the existence part of Theorem 1.2 by convergence of
maximal surfaces in eachMi. A result of Gerhardt [Ger83, theorem 6.2] provides
the existence of a maximal surface in Mi given the existence of two smooth
barriers, that is, a strictly future-convex smooth (at least C2) spacelike surface
and a strictly past-convex one. This result has been adapted in [ABBZ12,
Theorem 4.3] to the case of C0 barriers. The natural candidates for these
barriers are equidistants surfaces from the boundary of the convex core (the
geometry of the boundary of the convex core is described in [BS09, Section 5]).
As the differentiable manifolds M and Mi are canonically identified, we can
consider the future component of the boundary of the convex core ∂+ of M as
embedded in Mi. For ǫ > 0 fixed, consider the 2ǫ-surface in the future of ∂+
and denote by ∂+,ǫ the ǫ-surface in the past of the previous one. As pointed
out in [BS09, Proof of Lemma 4.2], this surface differs from the ǫ-surface in the
future of ∂+ (at the pleating locus).
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Proposition 4.3. For i big enough, ∂+,ǫ ⊂ Mi is a strictly future-convex C1,1
surface.
Proof. Outside the open set U i :=
n⋃
j=1
U ij , Mi is isometric to M . Moreover, for
each j, U ij −→
i→∞
dj . As proved in [BS09, Lemma 5.2], ∂+ is spacelike and totally
geodesic in a neighborhood of ∂+ ∩ (
n⋃
j=1
dj). So, there exists i0 ∈ N such that,
for i > i0, U
j
i ∩ ∂+ is totally geodesic.
The fact that ∂+,ǫ is a C1,1 surface is proven in [BS09, Proof of Lemma 4.2].
For the strict convexity outside U i, the result is proved in [BBZ07, Propo-
sition 6.28]. So it remains to prove that ∂+,ǫ ∩ Ui is a strictly future-convex
surface.
Let d = dj be a singular line which intersect ∂+ at a point x. As U := U
j
i ∩∂+
is totally geodesic, Uǫ := U
j
i ∩ ∂+,ǫ is the ǫ-surface of U with respect to the
metric gi (in fact, the spacelike surface P0 given by the equation {t = 0} is
totally geodesic in AdS3θ,i, the one given by Pǫ := {t = ǫ} is the ǫ-surface and
corresponds to the ǫ-surface in the past of P2ǫ). Precisely, Uǫ is obtained by
taking the deformation of U along the vector field ǫN , where N is the unit
future-pointing vector field normal to ∂+ extended to the whole M by the
condition ∇iNN = 0 (where ∇i is the Levi-Civita connection of gi).
We are going to prove that the second fundamental form on Uǫ is positive
definite.
Note that in AdS3θj ,i, the surfaces Pt := {t = cte.} are equidistant from the
totally geodesic spacelike surface P0. Moreover, the induced metric on Pt is
It = cos
2(t)hi and so, the variation I
′
t under the flow of the unit normal future
pointing vector field N is given by
I ′t(u, u) = −2 cos(t) sin(t),
for u a unit vector field tangent to Pt. On the other, the variation is given by:
I ′t(u, u) = LNI(u, u) = −II(u, u),
where L is the Lie derivate and Bu = −∇uN .
It follows that II(u, u) > 0 for t > 0 small enough. So ∂+,ǫ ⊂Mi is strictly
future-convex.
So we get a C1,1 barrier. The existence of a C1,1 strictly past-convex surface
is analogue. So, by [ABBZ12, Theorem 4.3], we get:
Proposition 4.4. ∀i > i0,∃Si ⊂Mi such that Si is a maximal Cauchy surface.
Mi canonically identifies with M , and all the Si belong to a compact subset
of M (the convex core) so, up to passing to a subsequence, (Si)i>i0 converges
C0 to a surface Σ.
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Remark 4.1. Note that, as Σ is a limit of spacelike surfaces, it is nowhere
timelike. However, it may contains some lightlike locus. We recall a theorem
of C. Gerhardt [Ger83, Theorem 3.1]:
Theorem 4.5. (C. Gerhardt) Let S be a limit on compact subsets of a sequence
of spacelike surfaces in a globally hyperbolic spacetime. Then if S contains a
segment of a null geodesic, this segment has to be maximal, i.e. it extends to
the boundary of M .
So, if Σ contains a lightlike segment, it would extend to the boundary of M
and then Σ would go out of the convex core, which is impossible as Σ is a limit
of surfaces embedded in the convex core.
It follows that the only lightlike locus possible is a union of rays such that
each ray intersects two singular lines: one in its past, the other in its future.
Thus, the lightlike locus of Σ lies in the set of lightlike rays from a particle
to another one. Moreover, we prove in Section 4.3 that Σ is orthogonal to
the singular lines hence cannot contain lightlike segment going from a particle
to another one. So the orthogonality to the singular locus implies that Σ is
nowhere lightlike.
Theorem 4.6. Outside the lightlike and singular loci, Σ has everywhere van-
ishing mean curvature.
Proof. To prove this statement, we are going to use the theory of pseudo-
holomorphic curves. A good reference for this theory is [LA94]. Recall that
a pseudo-holomorphic curve is a map f from a Riemann surface Σ into an
almost complex manifold (W,J) such that df(TΣ) is stable by J . A sequence
of pseudo-holomorphic curves is then a sequence of (Sn, fn, Jn)n∈N where for all
n ∈ N, Sn is a Riemann surface, Jn is an almost complex structure on W and
fn : Sn → (W,Jn) is such that dfn(TSn) is stable by Jn. If the almost complex
structures Jn are integrable, the pseudo-holomorphic curves are holomorphic.
Classical results of complex analysis imply that C0-convergence for holomorphic
curves provides C∞-convergence and the limit is again a holomorphic curve.
Here we are going to adapt the construction of [Lab94, Section 3] to the
case of spacelike surfaces embedded into Lorentzian 3-manifolds. In [Lab94,
Section 3], the author lifts a prescribed mean curvature surface embedded in a
Riemannian manifold M into a pseudo-holomorphic curve in a vector bundle
over a Grassmanian manifold. Precisely, he defines an almost-complex structure
JH on the normal bundle F over G, the Grassmanian of 2-planes in M , such
that if a surface Σ ⊂M has mean curvature H, then its lifting by Gauss’ map
into F is pseudo-holomorphic with respect to JH .
Denote by HiN the mean curvature field of Si with respect to the metric g,
where N is the unit future pointing vector field normal to Si. As the metrics g
and gi coincide except in the open set U
i =
⋃n
j=1 U
i
j , then
(Hi)|Si\U i = 0. (1)
It follows that Hi
C∞−→ 0 outside the singular and lightlike loci.
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Extend HiN to the whole M by the conditions ∇NHi = 0 and ∇NN = 0
(where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection with respect to g). Denote by G2(M)
the Grassmanain manifold of spacelike oriented plane in M , that is the vector
bundle overM whose fiber at a pointm is the Grassmanian of oriented spacelike
plane into TmM ∼= R2,1. Define π : F → G2(M) the line bundle over G2(M)
whose fiber at a spacelike plane P ⊂ TmM is the orthogonal to P , denoted
by P⊥. It follows that HiN defines a section of F and a spacelike surface S
has mean curvature Hi if and only if its lifting ϕ(S) by Gauss’ map into F is
tangent to this section.
We are going to define an almost-complex structure Ji on TF such that
ϕ(Si) is Ji-pseudo-holomorphic. Let P ∈ G2(M), where P ⊂ TmM . We have
the following decomposition:
TP (G2(M)) = Hom(P,P
⊥)⊕ TmM.
It follows that, using the decomposition TmM = P ⊕ P⊥ that for x ∈ F , with
π(x) = P ⊂ TmM we have:
TxF = Txπ
−1(P )⊕ TPG2(M) = P⊥ ⊕Hom(P,P⊥)⊕ P ⊕ P⊥. (2)
As the induced metric on a spacelike plane is not degenerate, we have a canonical
identification Hom(P,P⊥) ∼= P (this identification sends u ∈ P to the map
u♯ ∈ Hom(P,P⊥) defined by u♯(v) := g(u, v)N).
Using (2), we define the subbundle W ⊂ TF by
W (x) = {0} ⊕ P ⊕ P ⊕ {0} ⊂ Tx(F ),
where π(x) = P ⊂ TmM . It follows that the lifting dϕ(Si) lies in W .
Define Ji on W by
Ji(u, v) = (−J0(u) + 2HiJ0(v), J0(v)),
where J0 is the classical complex structure on P induced by its orientation.
Proposition 4.7. ϕ(Si) is a Ji-pseudo holomorphic curve.
Proof. The tangent bundle to ϕ(Si) is generated by (Bi(e1), e1) and (Bi(e2), e2)
where (e1, e2) is a direct orthonormal framing of Si diagonalising the shape
operator Bi of Si. It follows that Bi(e1) = (k+h1)e1 and Bi(e2) = (−k+h2)e2
where (h1 + h2) = 2Hi.
So one sees that:
J 2i (u, v) = (−J0(−J0(u)+2HiJ0(v)), J20 (v)) = (−u+2Hiv−2Hiv,−v) = −(u, v),
and
Ji(B(e1), e1) = Ji((k + h1)e1, e1) = (−(k + h1)e2 + 2Hie2, e2) = (Bie2, e2).
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Moreover, as U ji −→i→∞ dj for all j, then from (1), on each compact K ⊂ M
which intersects Σ but does not intersect any singular lines, there exists iK ∈ N
such that, for all i > iK ,
Ji|ϕ(K∩Si)(u, v) = (−J0(u), J0(v)).
Its almost-complex structure corresponds to the multiplication by
√−1 for
an identification between P and C (which exists as P is an oriented plane).
So there exists a chart such that Ji is given by the multiplication by
√−1. It
follows that Ji is integrable and ϕ(K ∩ Si) is a holomorphic curve. It follows
that, on each compact K ⊂ M which does not intersect the singular lines nor
the lightlike locus of Σ (one needs K ∩ Σ to be spacelike to define ϕ(K ∩ Σ)),
ϕ(K ∩ Σ) is a limit of holomorphic curves. As it is true for each compact K
satisfying the above properties, it follows
ϕ(Si)
C∞−→
i→∞
S∞
and S∞ = ϕ(Σ) is a holomorphic curve for the complex structure defined on
the lifting of Σ outside the lighlike and singular loci by:
J∞(u, v) = (−J0(u), J0(v)).
Moreover, as S∞ projects on Σ,
Si
C∞−→
i→∞
Σ.
Note that the arguments of [Lab94, Introduction] can be adapted in the
Lorentzian case (in the same way as before) to show that a J∞-holomorphic
curve is either a curve contained in the fiber of the projection, or a lifting of
a nowhere timelike surface in M with vanishing mean curvature outside the
lightlike and singular loci (or a union of the two). Hence, the surface Σ has
everywhere vanishing mean curvature outside its lightlike and singular loci.
Remark 4.2. If a piece of S∞ is contained in the fiber of the projection, it
follows that the fiber should contain at least a subspace of complex 1. Such
a phenomenon corresponds to a singularity of a principal curvature of Σ and,
because Σ has vanishing mean curvature, to a singularity of Gauss’ curvature.
Hence, if Σ is orthogonal to the singular locus and its curvature is nowhere
infinite, it is a maximal surface.
4.3 Σ is orthogonal to the singular locus
The orthogonality to the singular locus will be proved considering the link of
the surface at a singular point p = d∩Σ, that is essentially the set of rays from
p that are tangents to the surface. In this section, we see locally the surface as
the graph of a function u over Dα = Dα(0, r) = ((0, r) × [0, α)) ∪ {0}, a small
disk contained in the totally geodesic plane orthogonal to d passing through p
(it follows that u(0) = 0).
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First, we describe the link at a regular point of an AdS convex GHM man-
ifold, then the link at a singular point. The link of a surface at a smooth point
is a circle in a sphere with an angular metric (called HS-surface in [Sch98]).
However, as the intersections of Σ with the singular lines are not necessary
smooth, we will define the link as the domain contained between the two curves
given by the limsup and liminf at zero of
u(ρ, θ)
ρ
.
The link of a point Consider p ∈ M a regular point of an AdS convex
GHM manifold, so TpM is identified with the Minkowski 3-space R
2,1. As the
link of p (denoted by Lp) is the set of rays from p, it is the set of half-lines
in R2,1. Geometrically, Lp is a 2-sphere, and the metric is given by the angle
”distance”. So one can see that Lp is divided into five subsets (depending if the
ray is timelike, lightlike or spacelike and if it is future or past pointed):
• The set of future and past pointed timelike rays that carry a hyperbolic
metric.
• The projectivisation of the light cone, which defines two circles called
past and future lightlike circles.
• The set of spacelike rays which carries a de Sitter metric.
Now, to obtain the link of a singular point of angle α ≤ 2π, we just have to
cut Lp along two meridian separated by an angle α and glue by a rotation. We
get a surface denoted Lp,α (see Figure 2).
Figure 2: Link at a singular point
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The link of a surface Let S be a smooth surface in M and p ∈ M a point
of S. The space of rays from p tangent to S is just the projection of the tangent
plane and so describe a circle in Lp. We denote this circle by CS,p. Obviously,
if S is a spacelike surface, CS,p is a spacelike geodesic in the de Sitter domain
of Lp and if S is timelike or lightlike, CS,p intersects one of the timelike circle
in Lp.
Now, if p ∈ S belongs to a singular line, we define the link of S at p as
the domain CS,p delimited by the limsup and the liminf of u(ρ, θ)
ρ
. When CS,p
is a smooth curve in Lp,α, an important fact is that the angle of the conical
singularity of S at p is given by the length of CS,p. In particular, we have the
following result:
Proposition 4.8. If the link of a spacelike surface at an intersection with a sin-
gular line is regular, then at this point, the surface carries a conical singularity
of angle at most the angle of the singular line.
Proof. The angle of the cone singularity of S at p is given by lim
ρ→0
l(Cρ)
ρ where
Cρ ⊂ S is the circle of radius ρ > 0 centered at p. Hence, lim
ρ→0
l(Cρ)
ρ = l(CS,p):
the length of the curve CS,p with respect to the metric of Lp,α.
However, α = l(C0,p) where C0,p is the link of a surface orthogonal to the
singular locus. So, C0,p is the orthogonal projection of CS,p. As in de Sitter
domains, the orthogonal projection increases length, we get that the length of
l(CS,p) ≤ l(C0,p) = α.
Another important result is the following one:
Proposition 4.9. Let S be a nowhere timelike surface which intersects a sin-
gular line of angle α < π at a point p. If CS,p intersects a lightlike circle in Lp,α,
then CS,p does not cross C0,p. That is, CS,p remains strictly in one hemisphere
(where a hemisphere is a connected component of Lp,α \ C0,p).
Proof. Fix a non-zero vector u ∈ Tp(S) and for θ ∈ [0, α), denote by vθ the
vector making an angle θ with u. Suppose that vθ0 corresponds to the direction
where CS,p intersects a lightlike circle, for example, the future lightlike circle.
As the surface is nowhere timelike, S remains in the future of the lightlike
plane containing vθ0 . But the link of a lightlike plane at a non singular point
p is a great circle in Lp which intersects the two differents lightlike circles at
the directions given by vθ0 and vθ0+π. So it intersects C0,p at the directions
corresponding to vθ0±π/2.
Now, if p belongs to a singular line of angle α < π, the link of the lightlike
plane which contains vθ0 is obtained by cutting the link Tp(M) along the direc-
tion of vθ0±α/2 and gluing the two wedges by a rotation (see the Figure 2). So,
the link of our lightlike plane remains in the upper hemisphere, which implies
the same for CS,p.
Remark 4.3. By contraposition, we get that if CS,p intersects C0,p, it does not
intersect a lightlike circle.
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If u ∈ C1(Dα), we get that there exists η > 0 (depending of α) such that:
• If ∂ρu(0, θ0) = 1 (and so θ0 corresponds to the direction of the lightlike
vector), then
u(ρ, θ) ≥ η.ρ ∀θ ∈ [0, α), ρ≪ 1. (3)
• If ∂ρu(0, θ1) = 0 (that is CS,p intersects C0,p), then
u(ρ, θ) ≤ (1− η).ρ ∀θ ∈ [0, α) ρ≪ 1. (4)
Figure 3: The link remains in the upper hemisphere
These two results will be used in the next part.
Link of Σ and orthogonality. As said above, our maximal surface is not
necessarly smooth at its intersections with the singular locus. Let p ∈ Σ be an
intersection with a singular line d of angle α < π. As before, consider Σ as the
local graph of a function
u : Dα → R
in a neighborhood of p. We consider the ”augmented” link of p, that is, the
connected domain contained between the curves C±, where C+ is the curve
corresponding to lim sup
ρ→0
u(ρ, θ)
ρ
, and C− corresponding to the liminf. We denote
CΣ,p ⊂ Lp,α the compact connected domain between C+ and C−.
Lemma 4.10. The curves C+ and C− are C0,1.
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Proof. We give the proof for C− (the one for C+ is analogue). For θ ∈ [0, α),
denote by
k(θ) := lim inf
ρ→0
u(ρ, θ)
ρ
.
Fix θ0, θ ∈ [0, α). By definition, there exists a decreasing sequence (ρk)k∈N ⊂
R>0 such that lim ρk
k→∞
= 0 and
lim
k→∞
u(ρk, θ0)
ρk
= k(θ0).
As Σ is nowhere timelike, for each k ∈ N, Σ remains in the cone of spacelike
and lightlike geodesic from ((ρk, θ0), u(ρk, θ0)) ∈ Σ. That is,
|u(ρk, θ)− u(ρk, θ0)| ≤ da(θ, θ0)ρk,
where da is the angular distance between two directions. So we get
lim
k→∞
u(ρk, θ)
ρk
≤ k(θ0) + da(θ, θ0),
and so
k(θ) ≤ k(θ0) + da(θ, θ0).
On the other hand, for all ǫ > 0 small enough, there exists R > 0 such that, for
all ρ ∈ (0, R) we have:
u(ρ, θ0) > (k(θ0)− ǫ)ρ.
By the same argument as before, because Σ is nowhere timelike, we get
|u(ρ, θ)− u(ρ, θ0)| ≤ da(θ, θ0)ρ,
that is
u(ρ, θ) ≥ u(ρ, θ0)− da(θ, θ0)ρ.
So
u(ρ, θ) > (k(θ0)− ǫ)ρ− da(θ, θ0)ρ,
taking ǫ→ 0, we obtain
k(θ) ≥ k(θ0)− da(θ, θ0).
So the function k is 1-Lipschitz
Theorem 4.11. CΣ,p = C0,p, and so Σ is orthogonal to the singular line d.
To prove this statement, we distinguish these two cases:
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If CΣ,p intersects a lightlike circle. For example C+ intersects the upper
lightlike circle (the proof is analogue if C− intersects the lower lightlike circle).
The proof in this case is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 4.12. In the above situation, lim inf
ρ→0
u(ρ, θ)
ρ
≥ η for all θ ∈ [0, α).
Proof. As C+ intersects the upper timelike circle, there exist θ0 ∈ [0, α), and
(ρk)k∈N ⊂ R>0 a strictly decreasing sequence, converging to zero, such that
lim
k→∞
u(ρk, θ0)
ρk
= 1.
From (3), for a fixed η > η˜, there exist k0 ∈ N such that:
∀k > k0, u(ρk, θ) ≥ η˜ρk ∀θ ∈ [0, α[
.
As Σ has vanishing mean curvature outside its intersections with the singular
locus, we can use a maximum principle. Namely, if a strictly future-convex
surface S intersects Σ at a point x outside the singular locus, then Σ lies locally
in the future of S (the case is analogue for past-convex surfaces). It follows that
on an open set V ⊂ Dα, sup
x∈V
u(x) = sup
x∈∂V
u(x) and inf
x∈V
u(x) = inf
x∈∂V
u(x)
Now, consider the open annulus Ak := Dk \ Dk+1 ⊂ Dα where Dk is the
open disk of center 0 and radius ρk. As Σ is a maximal surface, we can apply
the maximal principle to u on Ak, we get:
inf
Ak
u = min
∂Ak
u ≥ η˜ρk+1.
So, for all ρ ∈ [0, r), there exists k ∈ N such that ρ ∈ [ρk+1, ρk] and
u(ρ, θ) ≥ η˜ρk+1. (5)
We obtain that, ∀θ ∈ [0, α), u(ρ, θ) > 0 and so lim inf
ρ→0
u(ρ, θ)
ρ
≥ 0.
Now, suppose that
∃θ1 ∈ [0, α) such that lim inf
ρ→0
u(ρ, θ1)
ρ
= 0,
then there exists (rk)k∈N ⊂ R>0 a strictly decreasing sequence converging to
zero with
lim
k→∞
u(rk, θ1)
rk
= 0.
Moreover, we can choose a subsequence of (ρk)k∈N and (rk)k ∈ N such that
rk ∈ [ρk+1, ρk[ ∀k ∈ N.
This implies, by (4) that there exist k1 ∈ N such that
∀k > k1, u(rk, θ) ≤ (1− η˜)rk ∀θ ∈ [0, α).
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Now, applying the maximum principle to the open annulus Bk := D′k \
D′k+1 ⊂ Dα where D′k is the open disk of center 0 and radius rk, we get:
supu
Bk
= maxu
∂Bk
≤ (1− η˜)rk.
And so we get that for all ρ ∈ [0, r) there exists k ∈ N with ρ ∈ [rk+1, rk]
and we have:
u(ρ, θ) ≤ (1− η˜)rk ≤ (1− η˜)ρk. (6)
Now we are able to prove the lemma:
Take ǫ < 1, as lim
u(ρk, θ0)
ρk
= 1, there exist k3 ∈ N such that:
∀k > k3, u(ρk, θ0) ≥ (1− ǫη˜)ρk.
Using (6) we get:
(1− ǫ.η˜).ρk ≤ u(ρk, θ0) ≤ (1− η˜)ρk+1, and so ρk+1
ρk
≤ 1− ǫ.η˜
1− η˜ . (7)
Now, as lim
u(rk, θ0)
rk
= 0, there exist N ′ ∈ N such that, for all k bigger than
N ′ we have:
u(rk, θ1) ≤ ǫ.η˜.rk ≤ ǫ.η˜.ρk.
Using (5), we get:
η˜.ρk+1 ≤ u(rk, θ0) ≤ ǫ.η˜.ρk, and so ρk+1
ρk
≤ ǫ. (8)
But as ǫ < 1, the conditions (7) and (8) are incompatibles.
Using this lemma, the proof of the theorem in this case follows: as the
curve C− does not cross C0,p and is contained in the de Sitter domain, we obtain
l(C−) < l(C0,p) (where l is the length). For Dr ⊂ Dα the disk of radius r and
center 0 and Ag(u(Dr)) the area of the graph of u|Dr , we get:
Ag(u(Dr)) ≤
∫ r
0
l(C−)ρdρ
<
∫ r
0
l(C0,p)ρdρ.
The first inequality comes from the fact that
∫ r
0
l(C−)ρdρ corresponds to
the area of a flat piece of surface with link C− which is bigger than the area of
a curved surface (because we are in a Lorentzian manifold).
If we consider the local deformation of Σ sending a neighborhood U ∩ Σ
of p into the totally geodesic disk orthogonal to the singular line (making the
resulting surface connected). The last inequality shows that this deformation
would strictly increase the area of Σ. However, Σ is a limit of a sequence of
maximal surfaces and so maximize the area. So there exists no such deformation
and CΣ,p cannot cross the lightlike circles.
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Corollary 4.13. Σ is nowhere lightlike.
Proof. The proof directly follow from Remark 4.1. In fact, if the link of Σ at
a singular point does not contain any lightlike direction, Σ cannot contain any
lightlike ray going from a particle to another one.
Now, consider the second case for the orthogonality.
If CΣ,p does not cross the lightlike circle. Consider
H := {x ∈ R2,2 s.t. q(x) < 0}.
This manifold is foliated by the submanifolds Hτ := {x ∈ R2,2 s.t. q(x) = −τ2}
for τ ∈ R>0 wich are Lorentzian homogeneous manifolds of constant scalar
curvature κ(Hτ ) = − 1
τ2
. Moreover, we have a canonical embedding i : AdS3 →
H and all the Hτ are homothetic to i(AdS
3) = H1 by the application
φτ : R
2,2 → R2,2
x 7→ τx.
Now, consider two timelike half-planes P1 and P2 in AdS
3 making an angle
α < π and intersecting along a timelike line l. For j = 1, 2, define Pj :=
{φt(i(Pj)), t ∈ R>0}. The Pj are timelike half-hyperplanes in H intersecting
along a timelike 2-plane and making an angle α. We define Hα as the space
obtained by cutting H along the Pj and gluing the angular sector of angle α by
the rotation of angle 2π − α fixing P1 ∩ P2. By construction AdS3α canonically
embeds into Hα (by an application again denoted by i) and the slices Hτ,α :=
Hα∩q−1(−τ) are all homothetic to i(AdS3α) = H1,α by the application φτ (here,
there is an abuse of notation because we consider φτ and q as defined on Hα).
We note g′τ,α = φ
∗
τ (hτ,α) where hτ,α is the induced metric on Hτ,α. Then, define
AdS3α,τ as the completion of R× R>0 × R/αZ with the metric
gτ = −dt2 + cos2(t/τ)(dρ2 + τ2 sinh2(ρ/τ)dφ2).
Here t ∈ R, ρ ∈ R>0, φ ∈ R/αZ. One sees from the expression of gτ that AdS3α,τ
is a Lorentzian manifold with constant scalar curvature − 1
τ2
(it is obtained from
the metric od AdS3α by a dilatation of factor τ) with one conical singularity of
angle α at the line {ρ = 0}. It follows that AdS3α,τ is isometric to Hα,τ .
Let p be the intersection of Σ with a singular line of angle α in M . By
definition, there exist a neighborhood V ⊂ M of p and an isometry ψ which
sends V to a neighborhood of a point in AdS3α lying on the singular line l. Let
U = ψ(V ∩ Σ). It is a piece of surface in AdS3α which intersects l at a point 0.
Denote by lτ = φτ (i(l)), 0τ = φτ (i(0)) and Uτ = φτ (i(U)). As Hα,τ is isometric
to AdS3α,τ , we can consider that lτ , 0τ and Uτ are lying in AdS
3
α,τ .
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Thanks to the identification (as manifolds) of AdS3τ,α for all τ > 0 by the
coordinate system (t, ρ, φ) ∈ R × R>0 × R/αZ , we can take a compact set K
containing 0 in D×R and consider the sequence (Un ∩K)n∈N. It is a sequence
of graph of Lipschitzian functions contained in a compact set. Then, up to a
subsequence, Un
C0−→ U∞.
For each compact set K ′ ⊂ K which does not intersect the singular line, lift
the sequence (Un ∩K ′)n∈N into a sequence of holomorphic curve in the normal
bundle of the Grassmanian of oriented spacelike 2 planes in D × R (as in the
proof of Theorem 4.6). Note that it is possible since Un ∩ K ′ is a piece of
spacelike surface in AdS3n,τ with vanishing mean curvature for all n ∈ N. It
follows from the same arguments that for each compact K ′ ⊂ K which does
not intersect the particle, Un ∩ K ′ C
∞−→ U∞ ∩ K ′. So Un C
∞−→ U∞, outside the
singular line.
Moreover, one sees from the expression of gn that gn
C∞−→ g, where
g = −dt2 + dρ2 + ρ2dφ2
is the Minkowski metric with cone singularity (recall that t ∈ R, ρ ∈ R>0, φ ∈
R/αZ); that is the metric obtained by cutting R2,1 along two timelike halfplanes
making an angle α and intersecting along the timelike line d := {ρ = 0}, then
gluing by a rotation. We denote the singular axis of R2,1α by l∞.
Let N : U∞ \ {0∞} −→ U iR2,1α where 0∞ := d ∩ U∞ and U1R2,1α is the unit
tangent bundle of R2,1α . We have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.14. N : U∞ \ {0∞} −→ H2α and is holomorphic (with respect to the
complex structure on H2α defined by the opposite orientation).
Proof. Fix a point p ∈ U∞ \ {0∞} and a simple closed loop γ : [0, 1] −→
U∞ \ {0∞} based at p. Note that, by construction, R2,1α contains H2α as an
embedded spacelike surface orthogonal to l∞ (here H
2
α is obtained by gluing the
intersection of the angular sector of angle α in R2,1 with the future component
of the hyperboloid by the rotation ϕα of angle α preserving the central axis).
Fix pˆ ∈ R˜2,1α a lifting of p in the universal cover of R2,1α \ {l∞} and denote
by γ˜ : [0, 1] −→ U˜∞ ⊂ R˜2,1α a piece of the lifting of γ([0, 1]) with γ˜(0) = pˆ. Note
that R2,1α \ {0∞} is obtained by taking the quotient of R˜2,1α by the holonomy
representation ρ which sends [γ], the homotopy class of γ, to ϕα (in fact, R˜
2,1
α
is obtained by gluing together infinitely many angular sector of angle α, so the
action of ϕα extends naturally to R˜
2,1
α ).
It suffices to show that the set N (γ˜([0, 1])) lies in H˜2α and so N (γ([0, 1]) ⊂
H˜
2
α/ρ([γ]) = H
2
α \ {0α} (where 0α = l∞ ∩ H2α). As γ does not intersect 0∞,
for each point x ∈ γ˜([0, 1]) there is an isometry Ψ from a neighborhood U of x
in R˜2,1α to an open set of R2,1. Let V := Ψ(U ∩ U˜∞); it is a piece of spacelike
surface in R2,1 whose set of unit future pointing normal vector N(V ) lies in H2.
However, if one wants to send N(V ) by Ψ−1 to a subset of H˜2α corresponding
to unit future pointing vectors normal to U ∩ U˜∞, we have to be sure that
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N(V )∩ 0α = ∅. It is not true in general. However, denote by K ⊂ V the set of
points x such that the unit future pointing normal vector to V at x lies at 0α;
we have
Lemma 4.15. K is discrete.
Proof. Let K = K1∪K2 where K1 := {x ∈ K, det(B(x)) = 0} and K2 := {x ∈
K, det(B(x)) 6= 0} for B the shape operator of V . It follows that K2 is the
inverse image of 0α by a regular map hence is discrete. Now, if x ∈ K1, then
for each y ∈ V in a neighborhood of x, the unit future pointing normal vector
to V at y is given by parallel translation along the unique geodesic joining x to
y hence is different from 0α. So K1 is discrete.
Now we can lift N(V \ K) to a subset of H˜2α. Applying this construction
to a finite open covering of γ˜([0, 1]) glued in a good way, we obtain that the
set of unit future pointing vector normal to U˜∞ at γ˜([0, 1]) is a curve in H˜
2
α
(except on a discrete subset) whose quotient by ρ([γ]) lies in H2α \ {0α}. That
is N (γ([0, 1])) ⊂ H2α \ {0α}, except for a discrete set of points.
Hence, there exists a discrete set K ⊂ U∞ such that
N (U∞ \ K) ⊂ H2α \ {0α}.
However, as U∞ is smooth at each x ∈ K \ {0∞}, it admits a normal vector at
x obtained by taking the limit of normal vectors to U∞ at y when y tends to x.
On sees by construction that N (K \{0∞}) = 0α. Hence N : U∞\{0∞} −→ H2α.
Now, U∞ \ {0∞} has everywhere vanishing mean curvature. So we can
choose an orthonormal framing on U∞ \ {0∞} such that, with respect to this
framing, the shape operator B of U∞ \ {0∞} as expression
B =
(
k 0
0 −k
)
.
So N ∗I(x, y) = III(x, y) = I(B2x, y) = k2I(x, y) (where I and III are the first
and third fundamental forms of U∞ respectively). That is N is conformal and
reverses the orientation and so is holomorphic with respect to the holomorphic
structure defined by the opposite orientation of H2α.
Lemma 4.16. U∞ is smooth at {0∞} and orthogonal to l∞.
Proof. The induced metric g on U∞ is Riemannian and carries a conical sin-
gularity of angle α′ ≤ α at 0∞ (from Proposition 4.8). Hence, there exists a
unique hyperbolic metric g0 with conical singularity of angle α
′ at 0∞ in the
conformal class of g. For such a g0, there is an isometry from an open neigh-
borhood of 0α′ ∈ H2α′ (where 0α′ is the center of H2α′ in the disk model) to an
open neighborhood of 0∞ in U∞. Such an isometry sends 0α′ to 0∞.
Note that H2α′ is obtained by gluing an angular sector Dα′ of angle α
′ between
two half-lines in D2 (endowed with the hyperbolic metric) by a rotation. So it
provides an isometric parameterization w of a neighborhood of 0∞ ∈ U∞ by Dα′ .
In the same way, we have an isometric parameterization w′ of a neighborhood of
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0α ∈ H2α by Dα. Now, fix two uniformizations Ψα′ and Ψα of Dα′ (respectively
Dα) by the unit disk D which sends the center of D to 0α′ (respectively 0α). See
Figure 4.
Figure 4: Holomorphic parameterization
Note that |Ψα′(z)|Dα′ ∼0 |z|
α′/2π.
Gauss’ equation implies that Gauss’ curvature K of U∞ is given by K =
|w′−1N ′(w)|2
Dα
. And the expression of Gauss’ map in the charts (D,Ψα′) and
(D,Ψα), denoted by N˜ : D \ {0} −→ D extends to a holomorphic map.
The singularity of N˜ at 0 can be of 3 differents types:
• removable (that is N˜ is holomorphic),
• a pole of order k0 > 0 (that is zkN˜ (z) tends to 0 at 0 for all k > k0),
• essential (that is the Laurent series of N (z) has infinitely many non zeros
negatives coefficients).
Suppose that N˜ as a pole of order k0 > 0 at 0. Then,
|N˜ ′(z)| ∼
0
a
|z|k0+1 , for a ∈ R>0.
Hence,
|w′−1N ′(w)|Dα ∼
0α′
(
a
|w|k0+1
)α/α′
.
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However, by Gauss-Bonnet, K is a L1-function, and so N˜ cannot have a pole
of order k0 > 0. The same argument shows that N˜ cannot have an essential
singularity at 0. So N˜ must have a removable singularity at 0.
In particular, N is defined at 0∞, so U∞ admits a unit future pointing
normal vector at 0∞ denoted n. As U∞ is obtained by gluing a piece of surface
with boundary Uˆ∞ ⊂ R2,1 by the rotation ϕα of angle 2π−α fixing the central
axis d, n is obtained by gluing nˆ, the unit future pointing vector normal to U˜∞
at U˜∞ ∩ d by ϕα. The only way for gluing n˜ onto itself is having n˜ tangent to
d, which implies that U∞ is orthogonal to l∞.
Remark 4.4. As Un
C∞−→ U∞, then Kn C
∞−→ K∞. In particular, it implies that
K1 is everywhere finite, which prevents the apparition of bubbles in the limit
of ϕ(Si) in Theorem 4.6 (see Remark 4.2).
Now, we can prove the following statement:
Proposition 4.17. Σ is orthogonal to d.
Proof. For all τ ∈ R>0 we define a function ψτ on a neighborhood of 0τ in Uτ
as follow: let uτ ∈ T0τHτ be a future pointing vector tangent to dτ . For x in
a neighborhood Vτ ⊂ Uτ of 0τ , let uτ (x) be the parallel transport of uτ with
respect to the Levi-Civita connection of hτ,α and Nτ (x) be a future pointing
vector normal to Uτ at x. Set
ψτ (x) :=
hτ,α(uτ (x),Nτ (x))
‖uτ (x)‖hτ,α .‖Nτ (x)‖hτ,α
.
We note that ψτ does not depend on the choice of uτ and Nτ . Moreover, as
the surfaces Uτ differs by homothety which preserve {0τ}, the function ψτ (0) is
constant. As U∞ is orthogonal to l∞, lim
τ→∞
ψτ (0) = 0 and so ψ1(0) = 0.
5 Uniqueness
In this section, we show the uniqueness part of Theorem 1.2:
Theorem 5.1. Σ ⊂M is the unique maximal surface.
Before, we recall the Jacobi field equation in semi-Riemannian manifolds of
constant sectional survature:
Lemma 5.2. Let (N, g) be a semi-Riemannian manifold of constant sectional
curvature K and γ a spacelike or timelike geodesic of N . Then, a Jacobi field
J over γ satisfies the equation:
J ′′ − ǫKJ = 0,
where ǫ = +1 if γ is spacelike or ǫ = −1 if γ is timelike.
Proof. A vector field J over γ is a Jacobi field if and only if, it satisfies:
J ′′ +R(J, γ′)γ′ = 0.
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Taking the scalar product with J , we get
g(J ′′, J) = −g(R(J, γ′)γ′, J).
However, the sectionnal curvature is given by K =
g(R(J, γ′)γ′, J)
g(γ′, γ′)g(J, J)
. So we get:
g(J ′′ + ǫKJ, J) = 0.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For γ : [0, 1]→M a timelike geodesic segment, we define
the length of γ by
l(γ) :=
∫ 1
0
(−g(γ′(t), γ′(t)))1/2dt.
Suppose that there exist two differents maximal surfaces Σ1 and Σ2 in (M,g).
Let
C := sup
γ∈Γ
{l(γ)}
where Γ is the set of timelike geodesic segments γ : [0, 1] →M with γ(0) ∈ Σ1
and γ(1) ∈ Σ2. Consider (γn)n∈N ⊂ Γ such that
lim
∫ 1
0
(−g(γ′n(t), γ′n(t)))1/2dt = C.
Suppose for example that γn is future directed for n big enough, and denote
by (xn)n∈N and (yn)n∈N the sequences defined by (γn(0))n∈N and (γn(1))n∈N
respectively. For n ∈ N, choose a lifting x˜n of xn in the universal cover M˜
of M . This choice fixes a lifting of the sequence (xn)n∈N which converges to
x˜0 ∈ Σ˜1 ⊂ M˜ . Moreover, it fixes a lifting of (γn)n∈N and allows us to define
y˜n := γ˜n(1) (that is, it fixes a lifting of (yn)n∈N). As the future of x˜0 intersects an
open subset of Σ˜2 in a compact set which contains an infinite number of points,
(y˜n) converges to y˜0 (up to passing to a subsequence). Then, y˜0 projects to
y0 ∈ Σ2 and C is equal to the length of the projection of the timelike geodesic
segment joining x˜0 to y˜0. We denote by γ ∈ Γ this geodesic segment.
There exists a tubular neighborhood U of γ and an isometry Ψ from U to a
tubular neighborhood V of the central axis in AdS3α (for some α maybe equal
to 2π if γ does not lie on a particle) which sends γ to the central axis. From
now, denote Σ1, Σ2 and γ their image by Ψ in AdS
3
α. Choose Ψ such that it
sends the tangent plane to Σ1 at x0 on P1 := {(ρ, θ, t) ∈ AdS3α, t = 0}. Recall
that AdS3α := (D×R, gα) where gα = −dt2+cos2(t)hα and hα is the hyperbolic
metric on D with cone singularity of angle α defined in Section 4.
Lemma 5.3. In this model of AdS3α, timelike goedesics orthogonal to P1 are
given by {ρ = cte., θ = cte.} and totally geodesic planes orthogonal to γ at
γ(t0) are given by the equation Pγ(t0) := {t = γ(t0) cosh(ρ)}.
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Proof. The first point is obvious from the expression of gα. For the second
point, note that Pγ(t0) is obtained by revolution around the central axis of
the deformation of a radial geodesic contained in P1 by the flow of a vector
field normal to P1. Take a radial geodesic γθ := {θ = cte.} (with γθ(0) = 0)
contained in P1 and, for N the unit future pointing vector field normal to P1,
consider the Jacobi field given by{
J(0) = γ(t0)N
J ′(0) = 0
It follows by Lemma 5.2 that the deformation of γθ is given by the equation
{θ = cte., t = γ(t0) cosh(ρ)}, which gives the equation of Pγ(t0) by revolution
around the central axis.
Denote by k ≥ 0 (resp. k′ ≥ 0) the principal curvature of Σ1 (resp. Σ2) at
x0 (resp. y0). We can suppose, without loss of generality, that k ≥ k′. Take
u ∈ U1x0Σ1 the principal direction corresponding to −k.
Fix ǫ > 0 and consider the deformation γǫ(t) := exp(J(γ(t))) for all t ∈ [0, 1]
where J is the Jacobi field given by J(0) = ǫu and J ′(0) = 0 (note that γǫ ∈ Γ).
It follows that γǫ is orthogonal to P1 and so it is given by a straight line in the
radial plane containing u. Finally, denote by xǫ and yǫ the intersections of γǫ
with Σ1 and Σ2 respectively, by pi its intersection with Pi, i = 1, 2 (where P2 is
the totally geodesic plane tangent to Σ2 at y0) and by pC its intersection with
PC : the equidistant surface at a distance C in the future of P1 (see Figure 5).
We get
l(γǫ)− l(γ) = dγǫ(xǫ, p1) + dγǫ(pC , p2)± dγǫ(p2, yǫ),
where dγǫ is the causal distance along γǫ and the sign ± depends if yǫ lies in
the future or in the past of p2.
However, dγǫ(xǫ, p1) = kǫ
2+o(ǫ2), dγǫ(pC , p2) > 0 and ±dγǫ(p2, yǫ) ≥ −k′ǫ2.
So l(γǫ) > C, which is impossible because γǫ ∈ Γ and l(γǫ) > C = sup
β∈Γ
{l(β)}.
6 Consequences
The map Mess parameterizes the moduli space Mg,n,θ of AdS convex GHM
metrics with particles of angles less than π on M by Tg,n,θ × Tg,n,θ for θ :=
(θ1, ..., θn) ∈ (0, π)n. Moreover, it is proved in [KS07, Theorem 5.11] that
the space Hg,n,θ of maximal surfaces in a germ of AdS convex GHM manifold
with particles of angles θ ∈ (0, π)n is parameterized by the cotangent bundle
T ∗Tg,n,θ. Given such a surface, it is possible to reconstruct locally the AdS
convex globally hyperbolic manifold which then uniquely embeds in a convex
GHM one.
As each AdS convex GHM manifold with particles of angles less than π
contains a unique maximal surface, then Mg,n,θ is identified with Hg,n,θ, and
so,
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Figure 5: Uniqueness
Theorem 6.1. The parameterization Mess induces a homeomorphism
Ψ : T ∗Tg,n,θ −→ Tg,n,θ × Tg,n,θ.
6.1 Interpretation in terms of minimal Lagrangian diffeomor-
phisms
In this paragraph, we prove Theorem 1.1. Before, we recall a result of [Lab92]:
Proposition 6.2. Let (S, g) be a Riemannian surface and A : TS −→ TS a
smooth bundle morphism such that A is everywhere invertible and dDA = 0
(here dD is the differential of a vector valued form which is defined thanks to
the Levi-Civita connection D of TS, see e.g. [Bes08] for the construction). Let
h be defined by h(u, v) = g(Au,Av), then the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of h is
given by:
∇uv = A−1Du(Av),
and its curvature is:
Kh =
Kg
det(A)
.
Remark 6.1. For (g, g′) ∈ Tg,n,θ × Tg,n,θ, suppose that there exists a bundle
morphism
b : (TS, g) −→ (TS, g′)
such that
1. b is self-adjoint for g with positive eigenvalues.
2. d∇b = 0 (where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection associated to g).
3. det(b) = 1.
4. g(b., b.) is the pull-back of g′ by a diffeomorphism ϕ fixing each marked
point and isotopic to the identity.
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Then the diffeomorphism ϕ is minimal Lagrangian outside the singular locus.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Existence: Let (hl, hr) be a pair of hyperbolic metrics on S with conical
singularities at the xi of angle θi < π; it defines two points in Tg,n,θ, and thanks
to the homeomorphism Mess, it defines a unique AdS convex GHM manifold
with particles M . Let Σ be its maximal surface with shape operator B, first
fundamental form I and identity map E. By definition of the map Mess, We
have {
hl(x, y) = I((E + JB)x, (E + JB)y)
hr(x, y) = I((E − JB)x, (E − JB)y)
We define the bundle morphism b : TS −→ TS, defined outside the xi by:
b = (E + JB)−1(E − JB),
(note that it is well defined as from [KS07, Lemma 5.15], the eigenvalues of
B are in (−1, 1)). We are going to prove that b verifies the four properties of
Remark 6.1:
1.
hl(bx, y) = I((E − JB)x, (E + JB)y) = I((E + JB)(E − JB)x, y)
= I((E − JB)(E + JB)x, y) = I((E + JB)x, (E − JB)y)
= hl(x, by).
Moreover, it is proved in [KS07, Lemma 5.15] that B has eigenvalues in
(−1, 1), so (E±JB) has strictly positives eigenvalues and the same for b.
2. det(b) =
det(E − JB)
det(E + JB)
=
1 + det(JB)
1 + det(JB)
= 1, (as tr(JB) = 0).
3. Denote by D the Levi-Civita connection associated to I, and consider the
morphism A = (E + JB). Note that dDA = 0 (by Codazzi’s equation)
and so A verifies the hypotheses of Proposition 6.2. The Levi-Civita
connection ∇ of g(A.,A.) is then given by:
∇uv = A−1Du(Av)
and so d∇b = A−1dD(E − JB) = 0.
4. Obviously, we have that hl(b., b.) = hr(., .).
Uniqueness: Suppose that there exist b1, b2 as in Remark 6.1, define:
4gi(., .) = g((E + bi)., (E + bi).) and Bi = −Ji(E + bi)−1(E − bi) i = 1, 2,
where Ji is the complex structure associated to gi. As for i = 1, 2, bi
has positive eigenvalues, Bi is well defined and its eigenvalues are in (−1, 1).
Moreover, det(bi) = 1 and trgi(Bi) = 0, so Bi is self-adjoint for gi. A simple
computation gives:
bi = (E + JiBi)
−1(E − JiBi), E + JiBi = 2(E + bi)−1, i = 1, 2.
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So, the Levi-Civita connection ∇˜ixy of gi is given by:
∇˜ixy = (E + bi)−1∇x((E + bi)y)
(by Proposition 6.2) where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g. Therefore, we
get:
∇˜iBi(x, y) = (E + bi)−1∇y((E + bi)By)− (E + bi)−1∇y((E + bi)x)−Bi[x, y]
= (E + bi)
−1(∇(E + bi))(x, y)
= 0.
Moreover, as g has curvature −1, we obtain:
Kgi = − det(E + JBi) = −1− det(Bi).
So Bi is traceless, self-adjoint and satisfies the Codazzi and Gauss equation,
which implies that setting hi = gi(Bi., .), we get (gi, hi) ∈ Hg,AdS,n,θ and we
obtain:
hr,i(x, y) = gi((E + JBi)x, (E + JBi)y)
= gi(2(E + bi)
−1x, 2(E + bi)
−1y)
= g(x, y).
And in the same way:
hr,i(x, y) = g
′(x, y).
That is, Mess−1(hl,1, hr,1) = Mess
−1(hl,2, hr,2) so hl,1 = hl,2 and hr,1 = hr,2.
This implies that B1 = B2 and so b1 = b2.
Hence such a bundle morphism is unique and define a unique minimal La-
grangian difffeomorphism Ψ : (Σ, g) −→ (Σ, g′) isotopic to the identity (cf.
[Lab92, Section 2]). Note that here, the hyperbolic metrics are normalized in
such a way that ϕ = Id.
6.2 Interpretation of the homeomorphism Ψ
Here we prove a nice geometric interpretation of the homeomorphism Ψ which
extends the relations between harmonic maps and minimal Lagrangian diffeo-
morphisms of [Sam78] and [Wol89]:
Theorem 6.3. Let h1 and h2 be two hyperbolic metrics on S with cone singu-
larities of angles θi < π at the marked points xi. There exists a unique complex
structure J0 with marked points at the xi on S such that
Hopf(φ1) = −Hopf(φ2)
where φi : (S, J0) −→ (S, hi) is the unique harmonic map isotopic to the iden-
tity provided by [GR10] and Hopf(φi) is the Hopf differential of φi, i = 1, 2.
Moreover, Ψ−1(h1, h2) = (J0, iHopf(φ1)) ∈ T ∗Tg,n,θ.
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Proof. Let hl, hr ∈ Tg,n,θ and let I, B, E and J be the first fundamental form,
shape operator, identity and complex structure associated to the unique max-
imal surface Σ of the AdS convex GHM manifold with particles Mess(hl, hr).
It follows that {
hl(., .) = I((E + JB)., (E + JB).)
hr(., .) = I((E − JB)., (E − JB).)
Take ϕ : (S, hl) −→ (S, hr) be the unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomor-
phism isotopic to the identity. Note that, here Ψ = Id because hl = hr(b., b.)
for b = (E + JB)(E − JB)−1 (see the proof of Theorem 1.1).
Denote by Γ the graph of ϕ in (S×S, hl⊕hr) and by hΓ the induced metric
on Γ. And easy computation shows that hΓ = 2(I+III), where III = I(B.,B.)
is the third fundamental form of Σ. In fact, tangent vectors to Γ have the form
(u, dϕ(u)) = (u, u) (and will be denoted by u when no confusion will be possible)
where u ∈ TS. Hence,
hΓ(u, v) = hl(u, v) + hr(u, v) = 2I(u, v) + 2I(JBu, JBv) = 2(I + III)(u, v).
Note that III = k2I, so the conformal class of hΓ is equal to the conformal
class of I, and so J is the complex structure of Γ.
Consider π1 : Γ −→ (S, hl) and π2 : Γ −→ (S, hr) the projection of the first
and second factor respectively. Note that, as Γ is minimal in (S × S, hl ⊕ hr),
these projections are harmonics. By the main theorem of [GR10], these maps
are the unique harmonic maps isotopic to the identity from (S, J) to (S, hl) and
from (S, J) to (S, hr) respectively.
Now, we are going to compute Hopf(π1). By definition,
Hopf(π1) = (π
∗
1h
C
l )
2,0,
that is, Hopf(π1) is the (2, 0) part (with respect to J) of the pull-back by π1 of
the complexified metric hCl .
Take (e1, e2) an orthonormal framing of principal direction of Σ. That is
I(ei, ej) = δij , Be1 = ke1 and Be2 = −ke2.
Denote by TCΓ = TΓ ⊗
R
C the complexified tangent bundle, and set as
usually: {
Z = 12(e1 − iJe1) = 12(e1 − ie2)
Z = 12(e1 + iJe1) =
1
2(e1 + ie2)
And {
dz = 12(dx+ idy)
dz = 12(dx− idy)
(where dx and dy are the dual of e1 and e2 respectively). It follows that Z is a
generator of the holomorphic tangent bundle T 1,0Γ and dz(Z) = 0.
Moreover, π∗1h
C
l = φdz
2 + ψdzdz + ϕdz2, so Hopf(π1) = φdz
2. One gets
that:
φ = π∗1h
C
l (Z,Z) =
1
4
I((E+JB)(e1−ie2), (E+JB)(e1−ie2)) = −iI(JBe1, e2) = −ik.
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So Hopf(π1) = −ikdz2. An analogue computation shows that Hopf(π2) =
ikdz2.
Now, it remains to show that ℜ(iHopf(π1)) = II. Using dz = dx+ idy, one
gets that
iHopf(πi) = kdz
2 = kdx2 − kdy2 + ik(dxdy + dydx),
hence ℜ(iHopf(π1)) = kdx2 − kdy2 = II.
The uniqueness comes from the uniqueness of a minimal Lagrangian diffeo-
morphism isotopic to the identity. In fact, suppose that there exists J1 and
J2 two complex structures with marked points and φ
i
1 : (S, Ji) −→ (S, h1),
φi2 : (S, Ji) −→ (S, h2) harmonic maps isotopic to the identity for i = 1, 2 sat-
isfying the condition of the theorem, then φi2 ◦ (φi1)−1 are minimal Lagrangian
diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity and so are equals. Then J1 = J2 is the
complex structure of the metric induced on the graph of its minimal Lagrangian
diffeomorphism.
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